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Winters in Montana are nothing to mess with. While 
some are tame, others 
can be wild and unpre
dictable. To keep warm 
and avoid injury, here 
are some guidelines to 
follow for this upcom
ing winter. 

the Layers 
Wearing hoodies and 

jackets is acceptable 
in the fall, but come 

Check the Weather Reports 
Before planning a big trip, a quick survey of the 

-----. weather reports for 
that period will prove 
to be helpful. You 
don't want to arrive 
at your destination, 
just to stick through a 
blizzard. Know when 
the heavy snow is 
coming, or when the 
temperatures might be 
below zero. 

Come Prepared 
The worst situa

tions are always the 
your best interest. Win- ones you're unpre-
ter bats, gloves/mittens, L..,;....:;.__..::,_;:;._ _ __.;._..::,_ ____ ..::,_ _______ .....;.;;:......-~ pared for. In going for 
boots, scarves, and wool The dangers of roadway accidents greatly increases in the winter. a drive, always have 

k ·11 Courtesy of Max Pixel soc s Wl also keep you warm clothes handy, 
warm when you need it and keep a sleeping 
most. For some extra warmth m your body, hand and bag and flashlight in the back. Also, don't play it risky 
foot warmers will also keep you cozy. Always bring with your gas. Running out of gas in the middle of 
some gloves and a hat with you, you never know when nowhere in the winter is a nightmare. It won't hurt to 
you'll need them. have anti-freeze and a· spare tire too. 

Don't Forget About Ice 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC), each year 800,000 people are 
hospitalized due to falls, with the average cost beipg 
$30,000. Avoid running or jumping on any areas that 
there might be ice on. Pouring salt on the ice on your 
si<:fewalk will help anyone walking past your house, 
and could save you from a lot of pain. When driving, it 
is imperative to be careful of the ice. Sliding on the ice 
and losing control is extremely dangerous. By driving 
slowly and looking out for specific spots with ice, you 
~on~t have to worry about having an accident. 
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While all these tips should help you have a safe, 
warm, and fun winter, the best tip is -to use your best 
judgment. If you think yo\} might need extra supplies 
or clothes, don't hesitate to play it on the safe side. A 
harsh winter is nothing to mess with, so keep these tips 
in mind this holiday season. 
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